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Winnipeg Ostomy Association Presents…

“Parastomal Hernia
Support Braces”
Presenter—Andrew McPhail—Orthotist
Snider Orthotic Design

You Are Invited!
Orthopedic Braces for Ostomy Patients are Custom Designed
and Fabricated for Abdominal Supports.
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

Wednesday, October 25, 2017
7:30 pm—9:30 pm
Society of Manitobans with Disabilities Bldg.
825 Sherbrook St.
Rooms 202 & 203
FREE PARKING
In the SMD lot just off McDermot & Sherbrook

Mark your calendars now! Don’t miss this presentation!
All interested parties are welcome to attend.

FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK
As I write this message, Thanksgiving is behind us. However, thoughts
of thankfulness are still with me. This past chapter meeting Peter
Manastyrsky spoke on the Disability Tax Credit. Tim Kist’s excellent
report on Peter’s presentation provides valuable information for those of
you who were not able to be in attendance. Of course Evahn Uzwyshyn has
done a wonderful job searching out Peter and future guests on our behalf.
For all this I am very thankful.
I especially wish to thank everyone who responded to our FOWC email
appeal for the pack on Sept. 23rd. There were 18 people out which made
the job really quick and easy. Just recently I found a quote from Deb
Rooney, the editor of the Vancouver Highlife newsletter, as she was
thanking members and suppliers who donate so many supplies in her area.
(Continued on page 7)
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WHO WE ARE
The Winnipeg Ostomy
Association, Inc. (WOA) is a nonprofit registered charity run by
volunteers with the support of
medical advisors. We are an
affiliate of Ostomy Canada
Society. We provide emotional
support, experienced and practical
help, instructional and
informational services through our
membership, to the family unit,
associated care givers and the
general public. Our range of
service and support covers
Winnipeg, Manitoba and North
Western Ontario.
MEMBERSHIP
Anyone with an intestinal or
urinary tract diversion, or others
who have an interest in the WOA,
such as relatives, friends and
medical professionals, can become
a member.
WHAT IS AN OSTOMY?
An ostomy is a surgical procedure
performed when a person has lost
function of the bladder or bowel.
This can be due to Crohn’s disease,
ulcerative colitis, cancer, birth
defects, injury or other disorders.
The surgery allows for bodily
wastes to be re-routed into a pouch
through a new opening (called a
stoma) created in the abdominal
wall. Some of the major ostomy
surgeries include colostomy,
ileostomy and urostomy.
VISITING SERVICE
Upon the request of a patient, the
WOA will provide a visitor for
ostomy patients. The visits can be
pre or post operative or both. The
visitor will have special training

inside/out
and will be chosen according to the
patient’s age, gender, and type of
surgery. A visit may be arranged by
calling the Visitor Coordinator or
by asking your Doctor or
Enterostomal Therapy (ET) nurse.
There is no charge for this service.
WHAT WE OFFER
MEETINGS: Regular meetings
allow our members to exchange
information and experiences with
each other. We also run groups for
spouses and significant others
(SASO) and a young person’s
group (Stomas R Us).
INFORMATION: We publish a
newsletter, INSIDE/OUT, eight
times a year.
EDUCATION: We promote
awareness and understanding in
our community.
COLLECTION OF UNUSED
SUPPLIES: We ship unused
supplies to developing countries
through Friends of Ostomates
Worldwide (Canada).
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south of the building just off Sherbrook and McDermott Ave.
UPCOMING EVENTS
Oct. 25th—Guest Speaker—
Andrew McPhail—Hernia Support
Braces

Nov. 22nd—Guest Speaker—
Healthy Eating

Sunday, December 3rd—
Christmas Lunch

ARE YOU MOVING?
If you move, please inform us of
your change of address so we can
continue to send you the
newsletter and Ostomy Canada
magazine.
Send your change of address to:
WOA
Box 158
Pine Falls, MB R0E 1M0
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The Editor, Inside/Out
1101-80 Snow Street
Winnipeg, MB R3T 0P8
Email: woainfo@mts.net

All submissions are welcome, may
OUR MEETINGS
be edited and are not guaranteed to
Chapter meetings are held from
be printed.
September through May. There are
Deadline for next issue:
no scheduled chapter meetings in
Friday,
November 3, 2017
June, July, or August. A Christmas
party is held in December.
WORLD WIDE WEB
Visit
the Winnipeg Ostomy
Meetings are held on the
Association
Web Pages:
FOURTH WEDNESDAY
http://www.ostomy-winnipeg.ca
of the month.
Webmaster: Email:woa@mts.net
7:30 pm—9:30 pm
SOCIETY of MANITOBANS with
DISABILITIES Bldg. (SMD)
825 Sherbrook Street,
Winnipeg, MB
Rooms 202 & 203

FREE PARKING:
Enter the SMD parking lot to the

DISCLAIMER
Articles and submissions printed in this
newsletter are not necessarily endorsed by
the Winnipeg Ostomy Association and
may not apply to everyone. It is wise to
consult your Enterostomal Therapist or
Doctor before using any information from
this newsletter.
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GET YOUR TICKETS!
WOA’s Annual Christmas
Lunch & Silent Auction
Sunday, Dec. 3rd, 1:00 pm

Norwood Hotel
112 Marion St.

Tickets $35.00
Doors Open: 12:00 noon

Cash Bar

Entertainment
The Janzen Boys
Tickets available at the
October & November chapter meetings
or
Contact Lorrie: Tel: 204-489-2731 Email: pismel@mymts.net

LUNCH MENU

Wednesday, November 22, 2017

Garden Salad

“Healthy Eating”

Choice of:
Veal Cutlet—4 0z. Cutlet topped with a
rich mushroom sauce; *
Spice Rubbed Chicken—Deliciously
seasoned grilled chicken; *
*The above meals come with Chef’s hot
vegetables and baby roasted potato.
Coffee, tea & decaf
and Norwood bread basket.
Classic lemon cream cake

Presenter—Dale Kornelson RD
Registered Dietician
Assiniboine Physiotherapy
Certified Diabetes Educator—Nutritional Counseling
Diabetes, Cholesterol Reduction, Sports Nutrition, Weight
Loss, Celiac and Ostomy Diseases,
Health Canada’s New Food Guide Lines

TIME: 7:30 pm—9:30 pm
PLACE: Society of Manitobans with Disabilities Bldg.
825 Sherbrook St.
Rooms 202 & 203

FREE PARKING
In the SMD lot just off McDermot & Sherbrook

Everyone Welcome!
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BRANDON WESTMAN
OSTOMATES’ GROUP

OCTOBER 2017

An optimist is a person
who starts a new diet
on Thanksgiving day.
….Irv Kupcinet

OSTOMATES SUPPORTING OSTOMATES

Check Your Bags

We are an informal support group that meets once a
month, to give mutual support to others who
have had surgery & now have
a colostomy, ileostomy, or urostomy.
Family, friends welcome!

I went to the airport. I had three
pieces of luggage. I said that I
wanted one piece to go to Cleveland,
one piece to Toronto, and one piece
to Florida. The airline agent said,
“We can’t do that.” I replied, “Oh
really? Well you did it last week…”

YOU ARE INVITED
th

Sun. Oct 29 , 2017
2:00 – 4:00 pm
Winnipeg Ostomy Association
will be in attendance
Bring your own coffee, tea or
other beverage.
We are informal and friendly,
and want to find out what other
days or times might work better
to enable YOU to join us, as we
share ideas and face challenges
together.
Did you know we have 4 trained
visitors in Brandon?

LOCATION:Brandon Regional Hospital, Nurses Residence, main
floor, turn right before elevators …. glass doors.
Interested??
Need more Information?
Contact: Betty @ 204-728-6886
Marg @ 204-728-1421
Gord & Dot @ 204-726-4807

PLEASE JOIN US

A

“ black cat crossing
your path signifies that
the animal is going
somewhere.” Groucho Marx
I was thinking about how a status symbol
of today is those cell phones that
everyone has clipped onto their belt or
purse. I can’t afford one, so I’m wearing
my garage door opener. I also made a
cover for my hearing aid
and now I have what they
call “blue teeth, I think.

INCLEMENT WEATHER ON A
MEETING NIGHT
Should the weather be so bad that
we need to cancel our meeting—
- here are the steps to follow:
1. WAIT until after 12:00 Noon
2. CALL 237-2022, - # found on
back page.
3. MEETING Cancelled—IF there
is a “CANCELLATION
MESSAGE” on the machine.
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You are enjoying
this expanded
newsletter for the
year 2017 thanks to
a generous bequest
made by Irene Ruse in 2015.

NEWSLETTER APPEAL
Your newsletter editor would love to continue
offering 14 pages for future issues as she
never runs out of articles to print. Would
there be any interest from members to donate
towards the newsletter for 2018? If so…..
Make cheques out to:
Winnipeg Ostomy Association
204-825 Sherbrook St.
Winnipeg, MB R3A 1M5
Write “Newsletter” in the memo space.
For more information: Tel: 204-489-2731 or
email: woainfo@mts.net

In MEMORIAM
Bill Thomas
We extend our sympathy
to his
families and friends
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Ostomy Management and Obesity

A

ccording to the 2004 Canadian Community Health Survey,
23.1% of Canadians aged 18 or older, an estimated 5.5
million adults, had a body mass index (BMI) of 30 or more,
indicating that they were obese. There is a clear association between
obesity and certain cancers such as colorectal and urinary cancer,
that results in patients who require a fecal or urinary diversion.
Stoma management for the obese patient can present extra
challenges.

Stoma Complications in the Obese
Obese patients who have ostomy surgery have been shown to have
more complications than the general population. Stoma
complications arise as much as 36% for the obese patient.
Complications can be due to mechanical factors. It is challenging for
a surgeon to create a stoma
for an obese patient. Such
patients have a thick layer of
subcutaneous fat through
which the intestine has to be
placed, and they have a
foreshortened mesentery.
(Mesentery refers to that
tissue which anchors the
intestines to the back of the
abdominal wall. Blood vessels, nerves, and lymphatics branch
through the mesentery to supply the intestines.)

Stoma Marking

General Funds
J.D. Breen
Marguerite Owens
Camp Fund
Bert Andrews
Your generosity
is greatly
appreciated!

When marking the abdomen for a stoma, it is important to avoid skin
folds, deep creases, uneven and scarred areas, bony prominences,
and the belt line if possible. Other considerations include: placing the
stoma within the borders of the rectus muscle, and placing the stoma
in a location visible to the patient. Another consideration is to place
the stoma on the abdomen
with approximately 2.5 inches
of adhesive surface for a
pouching system and placing
the stoma in an area that is
acceptable to the patient.
When marking an obese
patient with a protruding
abdomen, the rectus muscle
may not be easily felt. It
would then be best to follow
(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)

the nipple line down to the abdomen where the
possible stoma site is to be considered.
For the obese male patient, the belt line is often in the
lower abdominal fold. Since there is no flat pouching
surface below the lower abdominal fold, the stoma site
is marked in the upper quadrant, where it is also
visible to the patient. The patient should be assessed in
the sitting position. Patients, either male or female
should be evaluated for site marking in the lying,
sitting and standing position if possible. In some
cases, it may be a good idea to mark more than one
stoma site, because the location of the stoma may
change once the surgeon enters the abdomen. As a
general rule, marking a stoma higher on the obese
abdomen should allow a patient good visualization of
the stoma and make the stoma accessible for self-care.

Pouch Emptying
Most ostomates empty their pouch while sitting on the
toilet but if the patient is having difficulty, there are
other options to pouch emptying, depending on the
type of stoma. Since it is difficult for an obese patient
to lean forward enough to allow the tail of the
drainable pouch to drain into the toilet, a 2 piece
pouching system may be more convenient. The pouch
can be removed from the flange and emptied into the
commode and reapplied. A pouch liner is another
alternative. The liner is inserted into the pouch of a 2
piece system. The pouch is snapped off the flange, the
liner is removed and disposed of, and a new liner is
inserted and the pouch is snapped back on. Depending
on the type of stoma, a closed end pouch that can be
removed and discarded is another choice for those
who have difficulty leaning forward.
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Retraction
There is a high risk of retraction (the stoma is below
skin level) in obese patients because of the shortened
mesentery in these individuals, which may cause a
‘short’ stoma. Patients with retraction problems will
note the stoma disappears especially when sitting and
they will have more difficulty pouching their stoma
and maintaining a seal. Skin folds, creases and soft fat
tissue can all contribute to a poor seal or appliances
that come off completely. The use of barrier paste,
strips and adhesive will aid in filling in creases and
providing adherence. In addition to adding barriers to
fill in creases, a convex pouching system may help to
create a more secure pouching system. In some
individuals, rather than convexity, an ultra-thin
flexible system may be more suitable, allowing for
adhesion in a deep crease. Surgical revision may be
necessary if the patient is unable to maintain a seal
that protects the peristomal skin. Surgical revision is
possible if there is adequate intestine to mobilize a
stoma above skin level.

Skin care
Some obese patients have skin folds or creases on
their abdomen and it is important to keep the skin
clean and dry. Excess moisture and bacteria can
accumulate in the skin folds. The obese ostomate
should establish a pouch change schedule that may be
more often than other ostomates if necessary. At the
first sign of leakage, it’s important to change the
system at once. If you are finding it difficult to
maintain skin hygiene around or under the barrier, you
should consult your ET nurse for products to combat
this, or possibly for a change in appliance model.

Belts and Binders

If the stoma is located in the belt plane, it is a good
idea to add an ostomy belt to your pouching system.
For some patients, the stoma may have been place in The belt adds support at the 3 o’clock and 9 o’clock
an ideal area for pouching but may be difficult to see position. Binders ( a wide elastic support belt, or
because of a large abdomen. For the patient who has
surgical support) are another type of support and a
difficulty seeing the stoma, a handheld or wall mirror better choice when the stoma is not located in the belt
may help but for most patients using a mirror to put on plane.
a pouch is difficult. Extreme difficulty may require
Source -North Dakota Nurses’ Association/Coldwell & Fichers;
assistance by a spouse. Another solution is to use
and Canadian Communtiy Health via Vancouver Ostomy
indelible marker to trace the outer edge of the barrier HighLife March/April 2009
on the skin, thereby making a ‘template’ on the skin
The only place where success comes before
itself by which the patient can be guided when
applying the next barrier or pouch.
work is in the dictionary.—Vidal Sassoon

Can you see the stoma properly?
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Ostomy Reversals
by Joanna Burgess-Stocks, BSN, RN, CWOCN, from UOAA
Articles to Share, Spring/Summer 2017

Not everyone who has an ostomy as a result of
colorectal cancer and other diseases will have the
option of having their ostomy reversed. Some people
will need to keep their ostomy for life.
Your surgeon will determine when an ostomy will
be reversed. There are many factors that determine a
reversal such as the extent of the disease, a patient’s
overall health, and treatment process (radiation and
chemotherapy). Most patients with temporary
ostomies will have the ostomy for about 3—6
months.
Surgery for reversal of an ostomy is usually much
less involved than the surgery that you had to create
the ostomy. So if you are feeling nervous, keep that
in mind. A typical hospital course is 3-4 days on
average.
For some patients, interrupting bowel function
with a temporary ileostomy increases the chances that
you will experience alterations in bowel function
after reversal of your stoma. These symptoms can
include rectal urgency, frequency, fragmentation of
stool and incontinence. It is important that you notify
your surgeon as soon as possible with these
symptoms. Treatment includes behavioural strategies
based on the symptoms and includes dietary
modifications, incontinence products, skin care (use
of barrier creams such as zinc oxide) and medications
such as loperamide. More involved but helpful
recommendations are pelvic muscle retraining (PMR)
to regain sphincter strength and biofeedback. This
therapy is done by a highly trained physical therapist.
If the temporary ostomy is due to cancer some
physical therapists recommend PMR prior to surgery
or radiation to assess muscles and teach strategies for
ongoing muscle strengthening that can be carried
over after surgery. This helps to address any
coordination or existing weakness prior to radiation
due to chemo or post-operative recovery. If PMR is
recommended after surgery, it is best to wait at least
6 weeks and with the surgeon’s approval.
Source: Green Bay Area Ostomy Support Group—Sept/Oct,
2017
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(Continued from page 1)

She said (in part) “In Canada nobody has to wear
rags, or plastic bags, as can and DOES happen in
third world countries. For some folks overseas, the
supplies that reach them through us and
organizations like FOW (Friends of Ostomates
Worldwide) are the ONLY supplies they will get,
period. The rest of the time they make do, or avoid
others for fear of offending.
In a perfect world, we’d all have all the supplies
we wanted, all the time (actually, in a perfect world,
no one would require an ostomy in the first place!)
Give thanks for the health care and products we do
have, and be proud of being able to assist others who
have so little of our good fortune.” Thanks Deb, for
providing these words of special gratitude.
As you flip through the pages in this newsletter I
AM REALLY HOPING that you will pick up tickets
for our Christmas Lunch on Sunday, Dec. 3rd. This is
a great time for celebrating and socializing with a
silent auction, great food,
special ambience, and
entertainment. You won’t
want to miss it – trust me!
Cheers,
Lorrie
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Food And Your Ostomy
There used to be, and to some extent still are, some out-dated theories about what foods people with
ostomies should and should not eat. Mushrooms, onions and fresh vegetables were considered troublesome,
along with some meat. Today, we find that the old food "taboos" do not necessarily apply.
In moderation, most foods need not be avoided. If you have any questions about food and the way your body
reacts to it, consult your doctor. Here are some common foods and hints on how to enjoy them without causing
excessive gas, irritation or stoma blockage.
Fibrous vegetables - Vegetables like celery, asparagus and broccoli have long, fibrous strands running
through them. Onions can produce odors in the stool. Such strands are hard to digest and can form a "ball"
behind the stoma. When eating celery choose the hearts. These are tender and the fibers are not as thick as
those on the outside stalk are. If you must eat the other stalk, peel down the outside strands. Always chew,
chew, chew and drink lots of water.
Asparagus - Medium stalks are usually the most tender. Start at the tip and work down. As soon as the spear
gets tough to cut, go down to the next one and you should have no blockage concerns. Asparagus causes odor
in the urine, which may be a bit bothersome to a person with a urostomy.
Broccoli - the same principal applies as to asparagus. Vegetables like broccoli, cauliflower and turnips are
considered "gas producers" and may require an extra trip to the restroom to relieve the pressure. However, they
are worth the trip.
Fresh fruit - in moderation, fresh fruit can and should be included in a well-balanced diet. If you have trouble
digesting oranges and grapefruit, then try squeezing the juice and discarding the skin. Apples, pears and
peaches are great without their skins if you find them hard to digest. Fruit is a natural cathartic. Keep this in
mind when you are having a picnic at the beach or anywhere bathroom facilities are not readily available.
Oysters, clams and mussels - though delicious treats, mollusks can be more difficult to digest than other types
of seafood and can cause a minor blockage behind the stoma. Be sure to chew them well, and avoid tough
mussels the major offenders. Seafood of all kinds can cause odor in the stool. Pouch deodorants are most
helpful in controlling this problem.
Nuts - the most difficult nuts are the hard ones, such as peanuts, almonds and hazelnuts. Chew them well, and
be careful not to overindulge, no more than a handful at a setting. Even non-ostomate nut-lovers can
experience discomfort after enjoying more than a reasonable share of nuts.
Meat - most meat and poultry do not present any concern, however, those with fat content or heavy casings
can be somewhat more difficult for the bowel to handle. Try sausage patties instead of links or hot dogs with
the skin removed. When eating fatty cuts of pork, lamb or beef, cut it into small pieces, do not eat the gristle,
chew well and limit your intake.
Corn on the cob, popcorn, dried foods and coconut - When it comes to obstruction behind the stoma, these
are the major offenders. In fact, even people without ostomies can suffer major tummy aches after indulging.
Chew, chew, chew and remember to limit your intake.
Spices and carbonation - heavily spiced foods and sauces can act as cathartics for people and can produce
gas. Carbonated beverages are gas producers, too. One great way to get the bubbles out of the carbonated
drinks is with a dash of sugar. It will cause a frenzy of fizz and leave the beverage safely flat.
SOURCE: The ReRoute on-line, Evansville, IN, The New Outlook, Ostomy Association of Greater Chicago, June 2009, via Inside
Out On-line Summer 09.

A lady was picking through the frozen turkeys at a grocery store before
Thanksgiving, but could not find one big enough to feed her whole family.
Tracking down a stock boy she asked, “Do these turkeys get any bigger?”
“No, ma’am,” he replied, “they are dead.”
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WOA WORK PARTY—SEPTEMBER 23, 2017

PHOTO OP MISSED!!!!
The tables were full—stacked almost head height
at the beginning of this day but the photographer
forgot to bring out her camera until near the end
when most supplies had been sorted, boxed up and
packed away. Oh, well, another time—I hope.
A sincere thanks to the following for their hard
work on a beautiful Saturday morning:
Sue Brechmann, Angie Izzard, Art Jones, Richard &
Ivy Enns, Todd Lohvinencko, Satoshi Yamashita &
Yuri, Barry & Grace Cox, Rollie Binner, Fred
Algera, Lena & Ed Harder, Georgette Dobush,
Bonnie Dyson, Evahn Uzwyshyn & Lorrie Pismenny.
Another group met at SMD on Thurs. Oct. 5th in
the afternoon to load 3 skids of supplies onto the
shipping company’s truck for delivery to Aurora,
Ontario.
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Andrew McPhail is a Canadian Certified Orthotist, which is a Bracing
and Orthotics specialist. He has been fitting and designing orthotic appliances that help the body work for 8 years. Andrew is currently working at
a clinic in Winnipeg called Snider Orthotic Design where he sees everything from Geriatrics with Post-Polio syndrome, to Infants with Cerebral
Palsy, and everything in between. He has recently begun providing Ostomates with parastomal hernia supports.
A parastomal hernia is an ostomy complication where abdominal tissue
bulges into the area around the stoma between the muscle and the skin. In
most cases, the displaced tissue is a part of the small intestine. An untreated hernia will tend to grow in size, making it more obvious, and increasing the likelihood of discomfort. In rare cases hernia strangulation occurs.
This is caused by a blockage of the protruding bowel or an impairment of it’s blood supply. Hernia strangulation considered a medical emergency and should be addressed immediately.
One method of preventing some of the complications that come with a parastomal hernia is to apply a parastomal hernia support brace. The goal of this type of brace is to press the protruding tissue back into the abdominal cavity. If worn regularly, the brace can prevent the hernia from getting bigger, make the patient more
comfortable, and decrease the chances of hernia strangulation.
Ideally we would be able to prevent the onset of a hernia altogether. A 2007 study1 reported on a parastomal
hernia prevention program, which produced a statistically relevant reduction in parastomal hernias. This prevention program included: making the patient aware of the risk or parastomal hernias, an abdominal strengthening program, and a prophylactic abdominal support belt to be worn while the patient is doing any heavy lifting for 1 year post-surgery.
Parastomal hernia supports are 100% covered by Manitoba Health if you have a doctor’s prescription, and you
get it from a Canadian Certified Orthotist. They are typically custom-made, and can be adjusted or modified
for any reason. If you have any questions about these devices, please contact Snider Orthotic Design or any of
the other clinics employing Canadian Certified Orthotists.
Andrew McPhail B.H.K., CO(c)
1

Thompson MJ, Trainor B (2007) Prevention of parastomal hernia: a comparison of results 3 years on. Gastrointestinal Nursing 5(3):
22–8 Williams J (2003) Parastomal hernia. ia Journal 181 Autumn: 14–16

Ileostomies and the Immune System
by David Beck, MD, Ochsner Clinic, New Orleans

In response to a query about the possible side effects of ileostomy surgery on the immune system, Dr. Beck noted
that the surgery, by itself, should have no long-term effect on the immune system. Although there is some transient
reduction in a patient’s immune system response right after major surgery, this usually returns to normal in a couple of
days. However, the diseases that cause patients to need a stoma (such as inflammatory bowel disease), the medications
used to treat the diseases (such as steroids), or malnutrition associated with the disease may all affect the immune
system.
If you are concerned, there are several tests a doctor can perform to test your immune system. One of these involves
placing chemicals or allergens into the skin to see how the body responds. Others involve blood tests. We are
continually learning more about the human immune system from our experience with HIV infections. Most efforts are
directed toward identifying and then treating the cause of the immune dysfunction. Although good nutrition and some
supplements (such as vitamins) are necessary for the immune system to work, little has been proven to improve
immune function.
Source: Ostomy Outlook, North Central OK, via Rosebud Review, Eau Claire, WI & The Ostomy Rumble, Sept. 2017
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with tape arise from poor application technique,
impatient removal or allergies to the material. Prepare
Many factors can dictate a need for further
the skin with careful removal of the old flange and
measures to ensure a worry free fit of your
appliance—body shape, skin type, sports played, job thorough cleaning and drying of the skin. When
removing the tape, use the ‘two-hand’ method—one to
demands or quantity of waste. Tape and/or ostomy
gently pull the tape off and the other to hold the skin
belts are sometimes a solution. Each has its
down. Too frequent or rushed tape removal can cause
advantages depending on the individual. In some
irritation. Either or even both methods—tape or belt—
instances, a combination of both may be
can greatly increase your confidence and comfort.
recommended. Which method might work best for
you and how do you properly use them? Ostomy belts Give both a try if you have concerns about your
appliance staying in place.
are a frequent first choice because they are reusable,
Source: Vancouver HighLife, Regina, SK Ostomy News & North
washable, adjustable and don’t have to be peeled off
Central (OK) Ostomy Outlook via UOAA St. Louis, MO.
the skin. But a belt that is too tight can cause its own
problems. Wearing the belt too tight will cause the
You Have Adjusted to Your Ostomy When:
elastic to become overextended which allows the
elastic to curl, forming a rope-like fit instead of a flat  You stop spending all of your spare time in the
bathroom waiting for your stoma to work so you
fit around the waist. This could get mighty
can empty it right away.
uncomfortable in a hurry. You want the belt to be
 You can move about freely, without holding your
snug, but not so snug it’s digging into you. You also
appliance as though it might fall off any minute.
want to keep the belt from ‘riding up,’ which will

You make that first trip to the mailbox without
create an off-centre pull on the appliance. Try to keep
taking along your ostomy supplies.
the belt level with your flange. Wider ostomy belts

You stop grabbing your abdomen when the gromight be more comfortable if one has rolls of fat
cery clerk asks you if you need help to the care
around the midsection. Most belts are about an inch
with your bag.
wide but you could ask your supplier if a wider model
 You go out for the evening and realize too late
is available. You might want to allow your pouch to
that you left your emergency kit at home.
fill up and then test how effective an ostomy belt
 You begin to think how lucky you are to be alive
might be under different tensions and body
instead of how unlucky you are to have an ostomovements. If presented with a choice, choose cloth
my.
rather than rubber or elasticized fibre. Cloth will be
 You attend the support group meetings with an
cooler. Belts can provide vital support, especially if
expectation of learning more about your ostomy
the contents of a pouch becomes significant. Always
rather than staying at home worrying about it all.
empty a full pouch as soon as possible, or better yet,
don’t let it get that full in the first place. Sometimes
Source: The Ostomy Rumble of OSG of Middle Georgia
belts are just not practical. They may be too
September 2017
uncomfortable for the wearer, or spoil the look of
some clothes.
REMINDER
Tape can be a good solution in such cases. They
The Winnipeg Ostomy Assoc. is a
not-for-profit registered charity.
come in a variety of materials, paper porous tape, all
As
you write those year-end cheques
plastic tape, or a combination of both. Some
please consider a donation to the WOA.
appliances come with a tape perimeter ‘built-in’ but
you may still need to apply another layer over top of
Tax receipts are issued for all donations.
this. Tape is relatively inexpensive so give different
Make cheques payable to:
materials and brands a try. To properly apply tape, it
Winnipeg Ostomy Assoc.
should encircle the entire flange, with one half on the
204-825 Sherbrook St.
flange and the other half on the skin. In time you’ll get
Winnipeg,
MB R3A 1M5
skilled at applying this. A gentle pressing-on with the
finger tips will ensure that it’s stuck. Most problems
Charitable Reg. No. 11930 1398 RR0001

BELTS vs TAPE
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I’m Alive, You’re Alive—We Both Have Ostomies
They did not perform this surgery on us just for fun. They did
not call it elective surgery. They hustled us off to the operating
room to save our lives. They told our husbands, wives and other
loved ones that it was necessary or we would die … maybe not
today, but sometime very soon, too soon. So now, we have an
ileostomy, a colostomy, an ileal conduit—or maybe two of
these—and we’re alive. We are alive because of this surgery and
we can accept this or reject it. We can live a secret, sheltered life.
We can be embarrassed and not talk about our affliction … or we
can say “thank you for another chance to live this life in a helpful
way”. We can tell people that an ostomy is not the end of a
normal life. Sometimes they may have a loved one who must face
this surgery. We can hope that because we were normal, happy,
well-adjusted and alive, and told someone about our ostomy, his/
her loved one would fare better, perhaps as well as we did. Try it.
Would it not make you feel good to think someone could benefit
from your experience?
Source: Springfield, MO, Central Indiana and The Ostomy Rumble from
Middle Georgia, via St. Louis OA, & Green Bay OSG July/Aug 2017

“INSIDE OUT“
is available via e-mail in
PDF Format,
in 'living colour',
no less!!

Save us a
stamp!
Help us save a few dollars each year
by receiving our newsletter via email.
It’s easy—just make
the request by sending your
email to woainfo@mts.net.

Peter J. Manastyrsky Disability Tax Credit affected you and how has it changed your lifestyle”.
In fact, you can go back up to 10 years and claim the
Presentation
reported by Tim Kist
Some people talk about making changes for the
good of others and they take action and really do help.
Even though Peter J. Manastyrsky is not an
ostomate, his parents were. His first-hand experience
provides him with a unique perspective into his
support for people seeking to legitimately maximize
their Disability Tax Credit (DTC). Peter is a retired
educator and has put his classroom expertise and
experience into his new business, “A Step Beyond &
Associates”.
Peter completed his parents’ tax forms every year
for decades. He learned a lot about specific aspects of
filing personal income tax and understands the role of
Canada Revenue Agency. This latter point is very
important as we describe his approach to helping his
clients.
Peter’s presentation described how he works
directly with people that have impairments by
submitting the appropriate tax forms to CRA to
receive the related tax credit or refund. He works
closely with medical practitioners to ensure a detailed
and complete application that includes all the relevant
information that describes “how the disability has

tax credit.

The key points to determine your possible eligibility
are:
 The effect of the impairment
 The mental or physical impairment is it severe and
prolonged and has it lasted at least twelve (12)
consecutive months
 The ailment is not expected to get better any time
soon
Anyone who has worked with their doctor to
complete the eligibility forms knows, it is a complex
and time consuming effort to complete the necessary
DTC forms. There are opportunities and limits that
must be assessed and even the doctors don’t always
put the right “trigger” words in the application in
support of the patient. As Peter says, the correct
wording is important when addressing this on behalf
of a client.
This is exactly where Peter’s expertise comes into
focus. He knows the correct words, phrases and terms
that should be included where required. He can only
(Continued on page 13)
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work with what you tell him so he asks questions to
ensure he will accurately capture your information and
the quality of your mental and physical life.
Peter also works with appeals for applications that
are denied. He knows the 1-800 number by heart (1800-959-8281 and press * to speak to a real person)
and this part of the process which is included in his
singular fee of $240. He does not work on
contingency or any other fee for service. It is a flat
rate that includes a free consultation.
Peter can also assist with anyone who is in a
caregiver role because there are also tax credit
opportunities available for this service.
We must thank Peter for his informative presentation
and taking the time to answer all our questions.

OCTOBER 2017

accredited company. .
Q. How long does the process take to receive a reply
from CRA?
A. Typical response time once you submit your
application is 8 weeks.
Q. Should I wait until tax time (spring) to claim the
DTC since it is an income tax credit?
A. It is recommended that you submit your application
when CRA is not as busy. This increases your chance
for a prompt reply.
If you want to do this yourself you must advocate for
yourself.
Peter is an advocate for anyone with a significant
ailment that has suffered a decrease in their quality of life,
either mentally or physically that might be eligible for the
DTC.
We thank him for his time and provide his contact
information if you want to meet to discuss your potential
eligibility:

Speaking of questions, here are a few of the most
common that he shared with us:
Q. Do I qualify for the DTC?
Peter J. Manastyrsky
Email: info@astepbeyond.cc
Email: pmanas@mts.net
A. You must complete the application form. Once
Website: www.astepbeyond.cc
Peter reviews all the details he will have a more
Phone: 204-663-4651
Cellular: 204-781-7472
informed answer for you. Each person’s situation is
unique and he helps you individually.
Q. If a doctor signs the form is eligibility guaranteed? September 25, 2017
A. Not necessarily. The correct information and
Dear Chapter President,
wording is required to properly portray the disability
Are you or anyone in your chapter or ostomy peer support
caused by your ailment.
group interested in volunteering as a leader or member of a
Q. Do I have to renew my claim each year?
national committee? Ostomy Canada needs your help to fulfill
A. Some claims are provided with a limit of a certain
its mission in support of those who live with an ostomy.
Committees are organized under the following five pillars:
number of years. A new claim is required prior to
Governance;
Finance and Fundraising; Advocacy; Marketing
expiry.
and Communication and Outreach. Each pillar is the
Q. How long does it take to be approved?
responsibility of a director. These directors are called Pillar
A. A typical time to receive a response is 3 to 4
Administrators.
months including completing all the forms and getting
If someone in your chapter or ostomy support group is
interested
in assuming the role as leader or member of a
the right information from your doctor and submitting
committee
please ask the volunteer to send his/her name and
to CRA.
contact information to the specific pillar administrator at
Q. I have already sent in my application to CRA and
info1@ostomycanada.ca
was denied. What should I do?
A. Appeal the decision. Peter can assist you with your Below are the names of the pillar administrators:
Governance:
Karen Bruton
appeal. If you are already a client this appeal is
Finance and Fundraising:
Sharon Deaves
included in your initial fee.
Advocacy:
Steve Fabian
Q. How does a refund for the DTC affect other
Marketing and Communication
Andrea Leard
claims?
Outreach:
Andréanne Gousse
A. No, this is a separate claim that stands alone.
For more information please contact me by telephone at
Q. Will my information remain private and
1- 905-387-6662 or by email at ann.ivol@ostomycanada.ca
confidential?
Sincerely,
A. Absolutely. Peter’s company, A Step Beyond &
Associates, is a Better business Bureau (BBB)
Ann Ivol, President
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Phone: 204 - 237 - 2022
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Member-at-Large
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204-654-0743
204-667-2326
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204-668-2824
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MEDICAL ADVISORS
E.T. NURSES
Mary Robertson RN,BN, ET
MOP
Carisa Lux, RN, ET
MOP
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Jennifer Bourdeaud’hui, RN, ET St. Bon.
Rhonda Loeppky RN, ET
St. Bon.
Bonita Yarjau, RN, ET
H.S.C.
Elaine Beyer, RN, ET
H.S.C.
Tina Rutledge, RN, ET
H.S.C.
Helen Rankin, RN, BN, ET
Brandon
Christie Tuttosi, RN, BN, ET
Brandon
PHYSICIANS
Dr. C. Yaffe

204-938-5757
204-938-5758
204-237-2566
204-237-2566
204-237-2566
204-787-3537
204-787-3537
204-787-3537
1-204-578-4205
1-204-578-2320

COMMITTEES
REFRESHMENTS/SOCIAL CONVENORS:
Fem Ann Algera
204-654-0743
RECEPTION/HOSPITALITY:
Rollie Binner
204-667-2326
PUBLIC RELATIONS: Vacant
MEMBERSHIP: Rosemary Gaffray
1-204-367-8031
LIBRARY/TAPES:
Ursula Kelemen 204-338-3763
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Grace & Barry Cox
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Lorrie Pismenny
204-489-2731
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Barry Cox
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OSTOMY SUPPLIES
HSC MATERIALS HANDLING
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WINNIPEG OSTOMY ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Current Members—PLEASE WAIT for your green membership renewal form to arrive in the mail.
Your renewal date is printed on your membership card.

New Members: Please use this form
Please enroll me as a new member of the Winnipeg Ostomy Association. I am enclosing the annual membership fee of $40.00.
WOA members receive the Chapter newsletter Inside/Out, become supporters of Ostomy Canada Society and receive the Ostomy
Canada magazine.
Please send me the Chapter Newsletter, Inside/Out, via E-MAIL, in PDF format. YES _____ NO _____

NAME:_______________________________________________________ PHONE: ___________________
ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________ E-MAIL: __________________
CITY:__________________________________ PROVINCE:___________ POSTAL CODE: ___________
I have a: Colostomy ______: Ileostomy _____ : Urostomy _____: Ileal Conduit _____:
Cont. Diversion: _____ : Pelvic Pouch _____: Other _____ :
YEAR OF BIRTH: ____________
Please make cheque/money order payable to “Winnipeg Ostomy Association” and mail to:
WOA
c/o Box 158, Pine Falls, MB R0E 1M0

